Emergent Digital Practices | Make Spaces Application

Approved students will have use of their assigned Make Space with the lockers/cabinets and shelves associated with that space. The Make Spaces are not intended for storage and all physical items in the space must be used actively throughout the quarter. We will make decisions concerning these spaces at the beginning of each quarter. Applications received outside of this time will be handled on a rolling basis.

The following are the terms for use of the Make Spaces:

A. Within 15 days of the conclusion of the approved period, students must submit a Final Report with the below information. Failure to submit the report will result in having your Make Space privileges revoked.

1. A brief, written description of what was accomplished using the Make Space (1-page max., DOC format)

2. 3-5 high-resolution images of each of the works in-process.

3. 3-5 high-resolution images of each of the finished works.

Please submit the report to Dorian Weissman, Dorian.Weissman@du.edu for archiving.

B. The assigned Make Space needs to be returned to its original state, cleaned thoroughly, and all personal items removed from the Make Space and C-cubed Studios at large. Any damages or augmentations may result in a fine and or loss of privileges.

Based on submission of these requirements, a student may apply again for the following quarters.

Please submit this application to Dorian Weissman, Dorian.Weissman@du.edu, or bring it to Sturm Hall room 216.
Student Name & Pioneer ID #:
__________________________________________

If Make Space is being used collaboratively, name of student collaborators and Pioneer IDs:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Email(s):

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

EDP Degree (circle):      MFA      MA      BFA      BA

Preference of quarter to use a Make Space (student may apply for a consecutive quarter, AFTER submission of Make Space report and approval for following quarter):

_____ Fall      _____ Winter      _____ Spring

If a Make Space is preferred for a portion of a quarter, what are those dates?

________________________________________________________

If available, preference for specific Make Space area:

Make Space area 1_____                        Make Space area 2_____
Make Space area 3_____                        Make Space area 4_____  

Describe the reason you need a Make Space: why a physical space over an extended period is critical to your practice in this time period.

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________